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Ms ABDOU GADO Mariama is a medical student at the Faculty of health sciences 

(FHS) of university Abdou Moumouni (UAM) of Niamey. She is a member of the scientific 

commission ; one of the most highlighted commissions of the general delegation of students. 

In this commission, she enjoys a high esteem so in the eyes of the first responsibles than her 

colleagues members of the said commission. She testifies of an unequalled high spirit. When 

she works, she does it seriously and with great success most often. Respectful, humble and 

dynamic ; she never yield to obstacles. 

All these qualities earned her, after a rigorous selection, the right to represent Niger in 

quality of communicator, at the 11th scientific conference of the West African Medical 

Students Web (WAMSW) held in Dakar in August 2016 on the theme of Universal health 

Coverage :  stakes and feasibility in Sub-saharan Africa. What she was able to do with 

immense courage and self-denial. This is how she won the first prize of scientific 

communication on her theme ; hoisting Niger flag in worthy girl of her nation. 

In her words, she preaches peace by dialogue. Charity does almost always comes in 

her sayings. As far as I know and remember, she was never implicated in a quarrel or 

indelicacy situation. Religion is a priority for her. We all call her «malama», which means 

preacher. She represents an example to follow ; on academic point and social point as well 

because she never neglects her courses and her hospital internship. Towards her patients, she 

stays welcoming and this, no matter her mood of the day.

I believe in her qualities of woman leader !
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